
May 2022

Dear Honors Junior English Student,

Welcome to Honors Junior English!  This course is intended to enhance and refine literary analysis skills, and further
develop advanced composition skills. As your teacher, I challenge you to put forth an exceptional effort interacting with
your chosen text this summer because you will be discussing the characters, themes, and ideologies of your selected
novel the first week of class. These discussions and the subsequent essay provide a loose framework for the course.

The summer assignment contains two parts, each of which must be completed by the indicated due date. You will need
to obtain any selected texts, either by purchasing them at a bookstore/online or visiting a library. You will need to obtain
a paper copy of your book, not an electronic copy.

PART I: Text Study and Annotation (Due August 22, 2022) *Note: Although you will not be required to complete the
reading and annotations until August 15, 2022, it is highly recommended you complete the reading over the summer
and come prepared to class on the first day of school. This will eliminate the stress of reading and annotating a new
novel during your first two weeks of school, which is a very busy time.

Select one text from the following list to read deeply over the summer; be prepared for in-class discussion and writing
about your text the first week of school. As you read, please perform a close reading of the text, paying particular
attention to the messages and themes that surface. Read with a pencil and Post-It notes in hand to make notes about
the text as you go. Please see the attached handout on how to annotate a text for further direction. These annotations
will be essential to complete assignments associated with your summer reading in the first few weeks of class.

Select one book from the following fiction list to read and annotate this summer:

Kahn, Sabina. The Love and Lies of Rukhsana Ali Special Note: Parents and students, please consult together
regarding texts on this list. As the ALA states, “…the titles
on this list span a broad range of reading and maturity
levels.” As these book selections purposefully delve into
current issues, there may be raw content and/or language.
Individual students, with input from their parents, should
choose the book that is the best fit for them and their
families.

Pan, Emily X.R. The Astonishing Color of After

Sanchez, Erika L. I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter

Stone, Nic. Dear Martin

PART II: Literary Terminology (Due August 22, 2022)
As in any English class, you are also expected to be able to apply certain literary and rhetorical terms in your discussion of
the novels when you return.  Many of these (if not all) have been taught in your Honors Freshman and Honors
Sophomore English classes. Please be certain you know them before August.

Allusion
Antagonist
Character:

* Static vs. Dynamic
* Flat vs. Round

Characterization
*Direct
*Indirect

Claim
Climax
Concession

Conflict:
*Internal-

*Person vs. Self
Counterclaim
Diction
Dénouement
Ethos
Exposition
Flashback
Foil
Foreshadowing

Irony:
*Dramatic
*Situational
*Verbal

Logos
Metaphor
Mood

Protagonist
Refutation
Repetition
Resolution
Setting
Simile
Style
Symbolism
Theme
Tone
Understatement



Conflict:
*External-

*Person vs. Person
*Person vs. Society
*Person vs. Nature

Hyperbole
Imagery

Motivation Pathos
Personification
Plot
Point of View:

*First Person
*Third Person Limited
*Third Person Omniscient

So…let’s get started! If you have any questions or clarifications, please contact me via email at jbart@tempeunion.org.

I am looking forward to working with you in Honors Junior English – it is going to be a challenging but rewarding year.
Enjoy your reading!  Have a great summer, and I’ll see you in August.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Bart

Corona Honors Junior English Teacher

 Please see attached annotation notes and sample! 



Annotation Guidelines

Annotation is the act of “talking” to the text as you read it. Though you may not be speaking out loud, you
will be writing/taking notes about what you are reading as you are reading it.

1. Underline or highlight any unfamiliar words or terms. Write a synonym or brief definition next to these
words.

3. Your summer reading choices are about identity, and the protagonists are struggling to decide who they
really are. In order to do well on your timed writing assignment, mark appearances of characterization and
character development, important events, significant settings, symbols, and conflicts – both internal and
external. (Note: You will need several of each of these elements marked in order to be successful on the writing
assignment for your novel!)

4. If something in the text causes you to ask a question, make a note of it in the margin or on a post-it note.
(Make sure to also write down your question!)

5. If something in the text causes you to have a comment, make a note of it in the margin or on a post-it note.
(Make sure to also write down your comment!)

6. Finally, create your own consistent method of symbols to use while annotating. See examples below.

*For some, annotation is more effective if notes are taken after a selection is read through once. Example:
While reading a novel, annotate for important events, characters, etc. after you have finished a chapter. Post-It
notes are helpful for this!

ANNOTATION or “talking” with the text as you read is a helpful strategy to keep yourself engaged while
reading. It gives you a purpose even when reading something that is not very interesting to you. If you
notice that you haven’t made notes while reading a text, this is a good indication that you haven’t been
giving the reading your full attention and that you need to go back and re-read.

Example Symbols for Annotation

⬄ to point out important ideas, main points, or to connect ideas together

☺ to show humor or amusement

 to highlight interesting points

? to indicate a question

! to surprise or disagreement




